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Modern companies wish to utilize business intelligence (BI) to track and analyze their courses of action. Many BI applications
serve this purpose at many levels, starting from documenting and charting and ending with analytics and decision support
systems, which are considered a suﬃcient complement to consultancy and management resources. However, the contemporaneous BI software is missing two functionalities. First, although nearly all applications of the same genre use almost identical
concepts, there is no uniﬁed application programming interface (API) to enable interaction. The second problem is a consequence
of the ﬁrst issue. Without a uniﬁed API, BI applications cannot be integrated, eliminating any possibility of establishing universal
platforms for BI distributed services. Lacking these two functionalities makes developers reinvent the wheel with each new
implementation. To solve these problems, we propose a platform running a multiagent business intelligence system. This system
empowers the available BI resources to serve a larger segment of the BI end-user applications cooperatively. To build this system,
we propose a uniﬁed model that enables distributive agent-based tasking and cooperative interaction. This allows researchers to
cooperate in spreading the multiagent platform’s functionality and helps them proceed toward more detailed analysis considering
agents’ construction. Moreover, it will enable BI service providers to cooperatively implement new applications and develop better
solutions while maintaining a functional end-user program.

1. Introduction
The impact of a comprehensive feasibility study and smart
administration upon business success is undeniable. There
are many ways to measure the success of an organization.
The ﬁnancial scalar is on top of the list. This measurement
indicates that success implies eﬃcient strategies and favorable decisions and actions [1]. Consultants and experts
usually provide the most feasible proposals based on the
business’s situation and the knowledge gained by them due
to their research and experience.
Business intelligence (BI) is a demanding trend requirement for all businesses. Running a business today
without using BI techniques is like walking blind, trying to
reach a destination without being aware of the road’s

obstacles. Usually, consultants and experts provide services
to help founders conduct an analytical feasibility study on
their project, including alternative procedures and any affecting factors. Proper management for the project would
ensure that the feasibility study would lead to the real world’s
best potential outcomes [2–4]. There are many digital tools
to serve and aid consultants, experts, and managers in analyzing and determining the best actions and decisions,
starting from a simple calculator, proceeding to digital
planning software, and culminating with the most modern
BI and decision support tools [5].
Although consultancy and management strategies have
proven their feasibility in almost every business, the majority
of startups and established businesses do not employ them
due to two interacting factors: cost and availability. There are
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not enough consultants and experts to serve all industries, so
the price determines the buyers [3]. There is no guarantee on
the results of the advice provided by administrative consultants; there is always a measure of risk. However, that risk
can grow so high that it is almost inevitable. The common
factors in reaching this higher threshold are comprehensiverelated knowledge and the convenient analysis technique
[2]. Although the base knowledge is diﬀerent for every ﬁeld,
the relevant knowledge and analysis techniques are more
common. Some of them are universal or at least widely used
in their ﬁeld. Usually, the base knowledge is universal within
the ﬁeld [6].
If we are to determine the most suitable strategy for a
particular situation, we need suﬃcient basic and related
knowledge. We also need to have a convenient analysis
technique. Finally, we need to be aware of the resulting
eﬃciency constraints which control the eﬀectiveness of the
results, so we may not use these useful results in the wrong
place where they will be ineﬀective [4].
There is a fair amount of software to assist consultants
and administrators in their jobs, encompassing everything
from documentation and spreadsheets to planning and
dashboard tools. Many of these tools provide a speciﬁc
service used as an instrument in a particular situation [7].
Some tools promise to deliver more comprehensive utilities
for the business or for a speciﬁc aspect of that business.
Other tools provide a means of communication, so the
founders and owners may contact a professional for consultancy services. Researchers have shed light on the need to
improve models for better business intelligence architecture
by suggesting a convenient uniﬁed model [7, 8].
This paper aims to provide a universal model that can be
implemented in consultancy and management services in a
decision support system to enable the end users to get the
best advice. Being universal in this context means the ability
of the model to achieve its goals irrespective of the ﬁeld of
implementation. In other words, we intend to fulﬁll a more
abstract BI model that suits all types of business and BI
applications.
To achieve this goal, we use the following methodology.
We start by observing the state-of-the-art BI modeling in the
related work. Then, based on the ﬁndings, we build a universal and uniﬁed BI model. After that, we implement the
proposed BI model in a MAS structure and describe the
agents’ oﬄine and online state providing the needed algorithms. Finally, we apply the ﬁndings to solve an example
case study.
This paper contains six sections. Section 1 is the introduction. Section 2 is about related works of the most
relevant literature. In Section 3, we deﬁne the concepts we
use in our model. In Section 4, we will construct and process
the model for the proposed multiagent platform. In Section
5, we will discuss a case study. Finally, we will end with a
conclusion in Section 6.

2. Related Work
This section scouts some of the previous research on this
same topic starting with Horkoﬀ et al. [9] which deﬁned a
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strategic business intelligence model suitable for linking a
business’s goals with the inﬂuencers and uses separate indicators. On the other hand, our model deﬁnes the indicator
as an element of the goal instead of a separate element. The
inﬂuencers are distinguished in our model by the relationship between the goals and the impact of diﬀerent
factors. The model used in this paper is more conceptualized
to suit the multiagent cooperation dealing with it.
Lavbic and Rupnik wrote a previous paper [10], which
had the same goal. Their paper drew sketches for implementing multiagent systems in the organizational decision
support system. That system used ﬁve agents interacting
together under speciﬁc rules and ontologies. The paper used
a technical approach that is demanding and hard to
maintain. Our paper proposes a multiagent platform capable
of providing the same services with less demanding techniques and more functionality, based on conceptual BI
modeling.
In addition, a doctoral thesis at Bond University by
Patrick and Loebbert [11] dealt with BI’s detention and
implemented it using a multiagent system. However, their
methodology was precise to the example of “pricing in
grocery chains.” Our paper proposes a more universal and
abstract cooperative model that is not deﬁned as one type of
work. Our collaborative model will conceptualize the agents’
interactions.
Loebbert and Finnie [12] proposed a distributed BI
multiagent framework built on a decision unit as a primary
agent that controls the interaction between the data warehouse, knowledge discovery, and decision execution elements. Our paper uses a similar distributed system with
more encapsulated tasking. The communication happens
between agents instead of elements. Our paper also proposes
a concrete technique for knowledge acquisition and transformation using a model-based approach.
Amoako [13] studied BI as a decision-making tool while
using an electric company in Ghana as a case study. The
study was more general and focused on determining BI’s
importance and whether it can be used eﬃciently in decision
support systems. There are a few commonalities between our
paper and Amoako’s study considering the BI scheme. Instead, our paper adds much more critical deﬁnitions in
addition to the solid modeling and processing platform.
Meanwhile, Trieu [14] raised the problem of a nonuniﬁed BI concept and revealed what is studied and what is
not. His paper is a foundational work for the model in our
paper, aiming to solve the problem by proposing a uniﬁed
model that allows researchers to work cooperatively on
introducing the implementation algorithms using the appropriate techniques.
Lans [15], in his book, wrote in detail about abstracting
BI through virtualization. Technically, he proposed a data
delivery platform as a new architecture to BI engines. Our
paper uses a multiagent platform as an alternative. Our
paper’s concepts are abstracted through the model and will
operate functionally in light of various factors’ weight and
inﬂuence.
Venkatadri et al. [16] proposed a novel BI framework
based on the multiagent technology for implementing low-
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cost BI systems. Their paper included eight agents. Meanwhile, our paper adds another layer of abstraction to ﬁt into
three main agents and proposes the concept of the data to
form a mathematically solvable model.
The cooperation paradigm is a complex one. Our model
aims to create a ﬂexible platform that enables the clients to
work cooperatively while assuring their rights and privacies.
These issues have been wildly searched, and counting all of
them is beyond the scope of this paper. The used paradigm in
this paper follows the software outsourcing partnership (SOP)
[17, 18].
For the technical part of our study, many branches of
artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) are involved. These can be summarized in [19–21], which sum up AI’s state-of-the-art decision-making techniques considering the new challenges for big
data. They also provide a summarized history of AI and decision-making through the present state of AI and describe an
agenda for upcoming innovations.
This paper’s proposed platform is designed using a multiagent approach similar to the architecture deﬁned in [22].
Khozium, in his paper, deﬁnes the software agent and reveals
its characteristics by describing its construction step-by-step
using the case study. There is another paper focused on objectoriented programming (OOP) developers to provide the
headlines to convert the OOP scheme into a multiagent system
(MAS) scheme [23].
By the end of this section, we notice the need to have a
universal model that satisﬁes the BI demand irrespective of the
business type. Besides, we need to add a cooperative aspect to
BI applications, so the development process will go further in
every phase instead of building knowledge bases from scratch.
We also ﬁnd that although many MASs have been studied to
serve BI platforms, these systems do not have a uniﬁed API.
Considering these motivations, we have conducted this study.
We distinguish our model from the previous related
works by being
(i) Universal which can support all business major
(ii) A cooperative which supports integration between
encapsulated agents with service management
enabled
(iii) Mathematically deﬁned using functions that relate
the goals with the factors
(iv) Based on three agents: storage agent, client agent,
and analyzer agent
By satisfying the abovementioned points, this paper contributes to the BI ﬁeld both on the theoretical and implementation levels. Academically, this paper supports the
following research studies by establishing a robust base for
solving business analytic equations and BI problems. Practically, implementing the model proposed in this paper helps the
service providers manage their services and plans and help
developers create universal and cooperative applications.

3. Model Concepts
In this partition, we will talk about the concepts used in our
model. The structure of these concepts varies in compliance
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with their role in the model. Mainly, we have goals to accomplish and factors that aﬀect the accomplishment of these
goals. Each goal includes a subject part where it is considered
an indicator of the fulﬁllment of the goal and operation on
this indicator part. The factors change the fulﬁllment state of
the goals. Each factor contains a subject, a procedure on that
subject, and some constraints where the factor will be affected correspondingly.
3.1. Goal. Goals represent the ﬁnal scalar for the judgment of
the project. If the project fulﬁlls its goals, it is successful.
Otherwise, the project is a failure. Usually, goals are stated
upon the establishment of the project. A proﬁtable business
project has many common goals, such as raising proﬁts and
maintaining a running business. Some goals are situational
goals such as winning leadership in some season or setting
some trend record. Looking at a goal with a more critical eye,
we see that it consists of two elements: a subject and an
operation on that subject. For example, if we have a goal “to
raise proﬁts,” “proﬁts” is the subject and “raise” is the operation we want to perform on that subject. We can also see
that the subject might be used as a scalar to fulﬁll that goal. In
our example, if the proﬁt gets higher, then our goal is fulﬁlled. Otherwise, it is not. That is why we will call the subject
of the goal as an indicator. Goals are to be presented in the
model as circles. The circle contains a linguistic phrase to
deﬁne the indicator and a sign to deﬁne the operation.
Underneath the indicator, two squares indicate the current
measurement of that status and how it would be aﬀected by
the model’s factors. The default eﬀect means that the current
measurement is not expected to change. The eﬀect value is
more than the measurement, and implementing the factors
in the model is expected to raise the indicators and vice
versa. It is useful to use some color scheme to indicate how
the goals are inﬂuenced by factors, such as using yellow
where there would be no inﬂuence at all, green where the
inﬂuence assents the operation, and red where the inﬂuence
does not.
3.1.1. Indicators. An indicator is the subject element of the
goal. It is what the goal is about. It deﬁnes the scalar and the
possible operation. An indicator can be determined by
ﬁnding the collective noun between the answers to the
following two questions:
(1) What do we have?
(2) What do we want?
For example, a grocery owner who wants to create a goal
would say, “I have a grocery shop. I want it to be the biggest
grocery shop in town.” The indicator here is the grocery
shop.
We cannot count on the subject to be an eﬃcient indicator without ﬁnding the aspect of indication. In our lives,
we prefer taking the shortcuts and omit the aspect. For
example, the aspect of proﬁt is measured by its amount. In
our earlier example, the grocery shop is measured by the
business’s volume, which means the shop space in that
example.
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Although we usually omit these aspects in our conversations, it should be clearly stated in the model to identify the
indicator.
3.1.2. Operation. The operation refers to what we are
looking forward to getting from the indicator. Do we want to
raise proﬁts? Do we want to decrease production costs? Do
we simply want to maintain the number of products in stock
to keep it between two thresholds? Generally, we have three
operations to perform on our goals:
(1) Increase: this operation means the goal is supposed
to increase the indicator value. It will be presented in
the model using two plus signs (++).
(2) Decrease: this operation means the goal is to decrease
the indicator value. It is presented using double
minus signs (− − ).
(3) Maintain: this operation means the goal is to keep
the indicator value between two thresholds. It should
be under the high threshold and above the low
threshold. This operation will be presented using an
(@) sign.
3.2. Factors. Factors are the workers, which will change the
values of the goals in some way or another. A situation is a
factor for the goal if its occurrence will aﬀect the goal
measurement, irrespective of what that eﬀect is. For example, costs and revenues could be factors for proﬁt. Production line capacity and purchase orders could be factors
for the amount of product in stock.
Factors are presented as rectangles. The subject of the
factor is written in that rectangle. Under that subject, a
square will reveal the weight of this factor in a given context.
3.2.1. Subject. Each factor includes a subject that names the
factor. If the factor is measurable, the value of that factor will
directly aﬀect the value of the goal no matter the size of that
eﬀect, which means changing the value of this factor is a
subgoal. Thus, we should keep looking for the factors which
aﬀect the value of this goal. These goals are connected in the
model graph using arrows with the weight written on it,
indicating which goal aﬀects the other and how much one
goal will be aﬀected by the other’s inﬂuence.
For example, Figure 1 shows seeking funds as a goal. The
investors are factors for this goal. The number of investors is
measurable, and it directly aﬀects the goal of “seeking
funds.” By virtually increasing and decreasing the number of
investors, we can understand the impact they have on
funding. This implies that increasing the number of investors is a goal derived from seeking funds. However, to
increase the number of investors, there should be other
factors, such as a good representation strategy. This could be
a conference or meeting. However, good representation is
not measurable. It is a factor by its existence. From the
experts’ advice, experience, or even searching the Internet,
we may conclude that the conference would be more

eﬀective than simple representation in a meeting. This example suggests the following:
(1) We need a weighted list of factors and goals to be
saved somewhere
(2) We need an analysis technique to calculate the
unweighted relationships
These two points will be handled later when we talk
about the information storage agent and the analyzer agent.
3.2.2. Condition. Conditions are variables that deﬁne the
factor weight’s eﬃciency in a particular model of the possible
worlds, which means that some environmental variables
bound the weight. The variables’ values represent constraints
to that weight, and their weight in the model is aﬀected by
three parameters: the goal, the factor, and the conditions.
The example in Figure 1 is real if we are in modern,
ﬁnancially stable countries. However, a conference will not
be promising in unstable countries. This would suggest the
political conditions restrict the conference weight related to
increasing investors’ goals, which has to be recognized
somewhere in the model.
The variables aﬀecting the eﬃciency of the model should
be deﬁned. With a little more investigating, we can see that
the factors control the goals. This suggests that the conditions should be deﬁned with the factors. If a variable does not
aﬀect the value of a factor in the model, we do not need to
worry about it. Otherwise, it should be deﬁned, which means
that whenever we add a factor to the model, we should check
its conditions and assign the proper values to the variables to
ensure that it meets the constraints. Here, we come to the
most basic information unit in our model, and we will
discuss it further in the section on the information storage
agent. We will ﬁnd the relation connects the goal and the
factor in light of the constraints. This relation is the weight
itself.
The weight w is
w � weight(g, f, dom(w), Cs),

(1)

w � CPS(g, f, Cs),

(2)

or simply,

where g is the goal, f is the factor, Cs is the constraints’ list,
and dom(x) is the domain function.
This equation is not easy to solve with an unlimited
number of constraints due to the complexity of real-world
conditions. That would suggest we need a technique that
eliminates as many conditions as possible. However, we only
need to consider the constraints that would change the
factor’s weight by a reasonable amount. This will also be
handled in the section on the information storage agent.
Conditions are deﬁned in a table attached to the model,
as in Figure 1.
3.3. Suggestions. When a factor involves interaction with the
real world, it is wise to seek advice on successfully performing that factor. This advice proposes a method to
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Conditions

++ Fund

Country: 3rd world

500 k

Reputation: unknown

750 k

+250 k

++ Investor
2

Country (USA)

3

=

3

Conference
1

+1

Factor influence
w

Goal

Suggestion
influence
w

Factor

Suggestion

Figure 1: Example of presentation of the concepts on the model.

control a factor or many factors. For example, to hold a
conference, it is useful to look at successful conferences and
determine what leads to success. Proposing these factors will
help determine a factor’s weight eﬃciently.
It seems that suggestions control factors the same way
that conditions do. That is correct if one adds the word
“would” before the word “control.” Suggestions would
control the factors if they were considered. Technically,
suggestions propose changing the value of a variable to
obtain higher eﬃciency. For example, consider Figure 1 with
“changing the country.” The conference would yield another
result. Here, it is convenient to propose holding the conference in the USA instead.
In our model, a suggestion is represented with a single
round-cornered rectangle. A variable’s new value is presented as a function of the variable name. The eﬃciency ratio
is provided in a green box, which suggests that changing this
variable will inﬂuence its current weight by this eﬃciency
ratio, as shown in Figure 2. The suggestion is connected to
the factor with a multiline connector to imply that it is not
aﬀected directly in the model.
If the suggestion deals with a numerical variable, it could
be used as another subgoal in the model.

3.3.1. Advice. Encouraging cooperation distinguishes this
model from other models. Many business situations and
issues have been studied thoroughly and solved through

academic research or practical experience. The results of
these studies and expert decisions could be used in the same
way that suggestions are used.
3.4. Inﬂuence. The inﬂuence of a subgoal of a factor on a goal
is stated using an arithmetic sign and decimal number
written on the line. The operations are performed on the
target goal. The number represents the weight of the target’s
inﬂuence, while the sign will refer to what operation will be
performed from the target side. For example, the division
sign means the goal inﬂuence indicator will be divided by the
factor value multiplied by the decimal number after the sign.
The same applies to the inﬂuence of a suggestion on a factor,
although most of the time, a suggestion would propose a
substitutional value instead of the original factor value. In
this case, an equal sign is used.

4. Proposed Multiagent Platform
For the system’s infrastructure and implementation, we
select the ﬁtting AI and machine learning techniques and
engines to operate this model according to the model
concepts. The techniques and system should support both
cooperative design and reﬂective architecture [24]. The
cooperative design involves many other tasks, including
assessing the formation [25] and dealing with its barriers
[26] as constraints.
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Conditions
Country: 3rd world
Reputation: unknown
Share holders: 2
Supplier: S1
Courier: C1

++ Profit
+1

++ Revenue

125 k

–1

270k 270k

@Stock (1k–3k)
1k

125 k

1k

+1

∗30

++ Sells
–1
+0.9

++ Production

9k

–– Costs

9k
+1

∗1

10k 10k

145 k

145 k

+1

Taxes
Distribution

∗1

2500

1

+0.07

–– Production cost
14.2 14.2

∗1

+1

++Fund
500k

––Raw material cost

+1

+0.1

500k

12.8 12.8
Wages per hour

+1

10
∗250

+1

=

++Work efficiency
–– Wasted cost

0.29 0.29
Investors

Bank funding

2

0

0.2

Wage (min)

Supply price

9

12

0.0005

2.2
+1

∗1

–1

+1
=

=
Investors (shares) 5

Motivation

++Q.assurance

0.29

10.6 10.6

Supplier (AltCo.) 9.5

Transportation
1600

*1

=

+0.0003
Employee exp.
Prize (seasonal)1000

0.82

=

Courier (AltCrr) 1200
Hire (eperienced) 0.99

=
Tutor (course) 0.86

Factor influence
w

Goal

Suggestion
influence
w

Factor

Suggestion

Figure 2: A state model with suggestions.

The agents analyze the concepts online, store them
online, and process them online. At the same time, they
update and reveal the information on the user side. This
proposes using a multiagent system that engages three main
agents interacting with each other asynchronously.
Figure 3 reveals the three agents and their roles. The ﬁrst
agent is the agent that will interact with the end user taking
their inputs and reveals the results to them. The client agent,
a reﬂective assistant agent [27], connects the BI end-user
application with the universal cooperative BI model. The
second agent is responsible for keeping the already processed
information and making them available upon request for all
other client agents. The information’s availability is in the
abstract form that isolates it from its primary business or
exceptional cases. Meaning that the information kept by the
storage agent is the rules concluded, which applies to similar
situations. It is kept in the form of resolved models weighted
with their relations. The weighing process and concluding
the solved models are the third agent’s job, which is the
analyzer agent. This agent is responsible for deﬁning the BI
model’s relations and weighing it to evaluate other relations
later. The analyzer agent is the mind of the cooperative BI

MAS that exploits the available data and operates the
model’s evaluation process later.
Upon implementation, the client agent is implemented
by the end-user service provided using ERP, dashboard, or
any decision support application. The information storage
agent is a service that empowers the BI application subscription. It can be implemented using an online database
with Online Analytic Processing (OLAP) enabled. The third
agent is an online processing agent that has been isolated due
to its overload and the need for resource distribution. It is an
analytical agent that uses AI and data mining techniques to
elicit the regressions and deﬁne the model’s intercepts and
slopes. The result will be a weighed model that is ready to
support the decision-making process.
4.1. Client Agent. The client agent (CA) is responsible for
collecting the business information and other required inputs from the end user (the owner or the manager) in the
most suitable and convenient method for the BI program
implementing this agent. The interface for this agent to the
real world is the BI end-user program that implements it.
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User

Information
storage agent

Resolved Request
relations relation

Request
models
Resolved
models

User
input

Decision
support

Client agent
implemented by enduser BI application

Analyzer
agent

Figure 3: BI MAS interaction with the end user.

This can be a standard UI program or an intelligent program
that uses other agents to interact with the end user. The CA
should have a belief state regarding the business, precisely
the business intelligence model we have deﬁned above. It will
obtain its belief state by requesting goals from the user. The
agent will use these parameters to deﬁne the goal and create a
business model in its memory. Throughout its running time,
it will work on reﬁning the model and deﬁning the most
aﬀecting factors and proposing suggestions to control them,
as graphed in Figure 4.
The developer of the CA is responsible for ﬁnding the
best implementation. Using the GUI is the most popularly
used approach. However, it may be more convenient to
implement a speech recognition algorithm to perform an
introductory conversation. The program asks the core
questions to get the goals and the user’s answers.
What is essential is to prepare the agent’s oﬄine information, so it is ready to run. The agent will then develop
its belief state accordingly, using the available resources; this
will add another oﬄine variable that should be set before
running the agent. In addition to the goals, there should be
some deﬁned knowledge resources. The resources should
implement an information storage agent. At least one resource should be deﬁned at the creation, and that will be
enough to make sure that the CA will have access to all the
existing information storage agents, as we will see later.
The agent will start by preparing its belief state to start a
search for it in the available resources. After completing the
model, the agent will try to draw the user’s attention to the
most eﬀective suggestions and advice. Suppose the user
agrees with a suggestion and the variable concerned is
numerical. In that case, the agent will create a new goal
where the variable is the indicator, and it will try to ﬁnd the
related factors and suggestions, as clariﬁed in Figure 5.
4.2. Information Storage Agent. The information storage
agent (ISA) is the agent responsible for providing the other

agents’ knowledge and updating the weights when receiving
feedback. It has a belief state of an extensive list of stated
goals, weighted factors, and aﬀecting conditions. While
online, it will receive goals and conditions from the CA and
send back the appropriate model, which ends with the related factors that are the most eﬃcient. To determine how
eﬃcient the weight is, we will need to distinguish between
those factors, which will increase the goal value and those
which will decrease it; this is done by removing one from the
weight. If it is >0, then it is an increasing factor. If it is <0,
then it is a decreasing factor. After that, we deal with results
as probabilities, eliminating the lowest outliers from the
increasing factors and the highest outliers from the decreasing factors.
It is remarkable that when the CA asks for factors and
subgoals, it expects to get a list of every suﬃcient subgoal and
factor with weights convenient with the conditions of the CA
and a list of suggestions if there are any, which will negatively
impact the network due to the amount of transferable data. It
would be more convenient if the ISA was aware of the CA;
this involves stating some conditions for the factors involved. Thus, getting information will involve at least four
steps:
(1) The CA asks the storage agent for information
(2) The ISA sends a list of variables to the CA representing the condition variables so that the agent will
deﬁne its value according to its environment
(3) The CA sends back the variables after assigning their
values
(4) The ISA sends the model information that suits the
conditions or asks for more information if needed,
per adding alternative factors
This scenario will involve the end-users’ input for the
unassigned variables, as in Figure 6.
The previous time sequence assumes that the ISA is
aware of all the factors and suggestions when considering the
CA request. This assumption is not always valid. However,
the ISA should be able to communicate with other ISAs to
ﬁnd the missing factors, which means that it should
maintain a list of the other ISAs to communicate with them
upon request. If an agent has access to a particular ISA, it will
have access to all the ISAs.
Upon creation, the new ISA should deﬁne at least one
other ISA in the ISAs’ list. As it goes online, it will acquire the
list from the other ISA. The agent will continuously update
this list, which means the ISA’s list is a current belief state for
all ISAs; this would require having some central management or at least a credentialing method to protect ISAs from
hacking. The second solution seems more convenient when
dealing with distributed agents. Many credentialing methods
can be implemented based on the variables at play; this could
be such as how much the CA references the ISA or how
many CAs use a particular ISA. It could use some rating
methodology deﬁned by third-party organizations. In any
case, this is out of this paper’s scope.
So far, we have deﬁned the oﬄine deﬁnition and the
initial belief state. As the agent goes online, it does not have
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Figure 4: Interaction scenario between the end user and CA.
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Figure 6: A general time sequence for the end user, CA, ISA, and AnA.

any knowledge. Upon request, it will try to seek knowledge
for other ISAs. If the information it needs is not deﬁned, it
will request it from a third agent to analyze the goal and
return the related factors and weights accordingly.
ISA online has a unique and essential mission, which is
to manage the information, so it is available for the CA upon
request. The belief state includes the ISAs’ list and the information it obtained. While managing the relationship
between the goals and factors, the quantitative factors should

be considered as goals. This process will require it to determine the factors for the new goals. The goal is then sent to
an analyzer agent that will return the factors and weights, as
in Figure 7.
The ISA will not wait for the analyzer agent until it
ﬁnishes. Instead, it will inform the analyzer about the
requested information and then continue its functions. The
analyzer agent will send the available results when they are
ready. However, each request that the ISA has that involves
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Figure 7: ISA requesting information from the analyzer agent.

the missing information will not be fulﬁlled until the results
come in. That is why the interaction between the agents
should be open and asynchronous. Each agent will act with
full functionality according to its belief state. This belief state
will be expanded and pruned continuously.
4.3. Analyzer Agent. The analyzer agent (AnA) is responsible
for extracting the subgoals and factors of a speciﬁc goal; this
can be done automatically using a hypertechnique involving
a metasearch with some linguistic analytical techniques,
cooccurrence detection or NLP. It can also be accomplished
manually by humans based on their knowledge as academics
or experts. The manual analyzer result is considered as a
piece of advice. If the end user decides to use it, its subgoals
will be added to the CA model.
However, automatic AnA needs more attention. It will
use the indicator as a keyword to search for available content
on the Internet using a metasearch. It might have been
factored already by an analytical system such as Google or
Facebook; this means the goal should be deﬁned upon its
creation oﬄine.
The resulting content should be analyzed to determine
the subgoals and factors. Each AnA will provide its strategy
to search for the keyword and detect the subgoals and
factors. The AnA will have a belief state based on the goal
and what related subgoals and factors have been discovered.
The AnA will interact with the end user through the
other agents. Figure 6 clariﬁes this interaction.
The previous time sequence tracks the results since they
were requested until they were obtained. However, it is not
rigorous in terms of timing. The interaction between the
agents is asynchronous, as we mentioned earlier. We propose a hierarchical multiagent chart as a more meaningful
chart, as in Figure 8.

5. Case Study
Figure 2 proposes a state model for a business where the
main goal is to raise proﬁts. In a realistic scenario, the proﬁt
is subject to so many direct and indirect factors. The main
rule is that proﬁt is the sum of the revenue by subtracting the
total costs. In our simulated case study, we will stick to this
rule. However, in a real online implementation, the ISA and
AnA will recursively cooperate to form a more detailed tree
based on the available connected resources, which by time,
will be too comprehensive beyond the signiﬁcance level.
Hence, the result tree will be an expressive model that
deﬁnes every variable factor that aﬀects the goals’ values.

This leads us to discuss the feasibility of this model. As we
simulate the proposed tree in Figure 2, applying the universal model is too much eﬀort for such a simple calculation.
Using the universal model here is kind of showing the
suﬃciency rather than eﬃciency. However, keeping in mind
the online scenario, the universal model will provide a
helpful tool that provides comprehensive awareness of the
eﬀective factors and their impacts on satisfying the goals.
That will be the real prize, which will reveal the eﬃciency of
this model.
According to the scenario in Figure 6, the CA will request the indicators from the implementing application and
other ERP programs. It is convenient to link the indicators
with individual records to update the belief state online. As
the CA receives the goal “to raise proﬁts,” it will send a
request to the ISA for the appropriate related subgoals and
factors. The ISA might request further information to reﬁne
the model, such as the business’s country, reputation,
owners, product, suppliers, and couriers. Assuming that the
ISA does not have the related factors for the proﬁt indicator,
it will send a request to the registered AnAs and the other
ISAs. If one of the other ISAs has relevant factors, it will send
them to the ﬁrst ISA to construct the model. The AnA will
use any available mechanism to ﬁnd related factors. In our
case, the AnA would use a metasearch and analyze the
results’ content to ﬁnd that the proﬁt equals the revenue
minus the costs. The AnA then returns the goal with its
factors to the ISA, where it will be formed according to the
factors’ conditions. These two factors are measurable and
will need to be increased or decreased, so they will be placed
in a subgoal format and analyzed again.
After receiving the requested information from the end
user and assigning it in the model, we will have a ready-touse state model. This state model describes the current
conditions and situations of the business, along with their
interactive relationships. The model is supplied with some
suggestions to improve the situation in light of the goals. If
the end user agrees to a suggestion, the CA will request
information about the suggestion and inform the end user.
There may be modiﬁcations or new goals according to the
suggestion state.
In this scenario, we assume that the end user has chosen
to proceed with the suggestion to raise the shareholders’
number to 5. A new goal, “add more investors,” will be added
with new factors controlling it, such as arranging a conference and suggestions such as choosing where to arrange
it. The CA will recalculate the inﬂuence accordingly, as in
Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Hierarchical multiagent chart for the proposed platform.
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Figure 9: Recalculated model based on end-user approval.

This simulation’s expected result is a tree model that
shows the relationship between the goals and factors and its
impact on the expected outcome in each step toward the
main goal. The ISA stores this model for future retrieval. The
CA will use this model to make the required calculations for
the provided services, especially for proposing alternatives or
providing decision support.

6. Conclusion
A cooperative business intelligence model to provide support for startups and established businesses are demanded
and demanding. This paper has proposed a convenient
solution that will automatically and cooperatively use the
cumulative business knowledge modeled in the information
storage agents, thereby providing suggestions and advice to
all clients by representing that information by the client
agents and resolving the unknown relations using the analyzer agent. Using the MAS to implement this model enables better overload distribution and more accurate service
measurement for the service providers’ ﬁnancial aspect.
While this paper proposes a universal and cooperative BI
model, the initial implementation of this model is done

quickly by conﬁguring the available services to satisfy the
basic requirements to build this model’s agents. A more
eﬃcient implementation requires more eﬀort on the cooperative work in BI in addition to constructing privacy
boundaries and sharing policies that represent the future
work. By now, this model is promising and opens the road to
broaden the horizons in the business intelligence ﬁeld by
empowering universality and cooperation.
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